From the Director:

Learning
Our powerful learners program is taking hold. The kids are loving it. Children having responsibility for most of the routines is having an impact - we are building community. Our children are so capable and competent they amaze us. This reminds us to check our image of the child.

Parent Chats
I will be catching up with you over the next couple of weeks to discuss your child progress and to set collaborative learning goals.

End of term Cleaning
A roster is on the kitchen bench. Please add your name to a job. We really appreciate your contribution in keeping our centre as clean as possible for our children.

Early Dismissal
Dismissal will be at 1pm this term due to Mud Day.

Last week I attended Processional Development in Melbourne. The training was facilitated by Professor Louise Jupp a passionate advocate for the Reggio Emilia principles and image of the child. I look forward to discussing this with you at parent chat time.

Term 3 kindy schedule attached
Regards Vicki

More News

International Mud Day
International Mud Day is a day to celebrate nature, outdoors and mess by getting really muddy. We have decide to celebrate this day on the last day of kindy instead of having our usual shared lunch. The children will be involved in messy play so please ensure you dress your child in appropriate clothes and pack a change of clothes. We would love you to join us at any time during the day. Please note that routines such as fruit time and lunch will still occur as normal.